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From the Editors
We wish everyone a healthy and peaceful year of the dragon and truly
hope that 2012 is a year of revival and healing for all of Japan. The
March 11, 2011 earthquake and tsunami altered our lives in so many
unexpected ways, and we hope that members and friends of SCBWI
Tokyo are finding inspiring and creative ways to negotiate the new
paths we find ourselves traveling.

In this issue of Carp Tales, we bring you an article about the fascinating
but brief life of Ainu yukar transcriber Yukie Chiri, a summary of a talk
on writing multicultural YA novels, a book review, a recap of the Los
Angeles SCBWI conference from scholarship winner Izumi Tanaka, event
wrap-ups and more.
This past fall SCBWI Tokyo held the third SCBWI Illustrators Exhibition
in Tokyo, thanks once again to the generous support of Galerie Malle and
SCBWI. Literary Agent Mary Kole came to Japan in October and presented
a full day of sessions on craft, queries and first pages. In December we
joined up with the Society of Writers Editors and Translators for an event
on the evolution of the middle-grade book J-Boys. We look forward to 2012
and another full year of events rich with stories.
Holly Thompson, Carp Tales Editor, SCBWI Tokyo Regional Advisor
Annie Donwerth Chikamatsu, Carp Tales Assistant Editor
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SCBWI Tokyo Event Wrap-Ups
by the Editors
Agent Day with Literary Agent
Mary Kole
October 29–30, 2011

SCBWI Tokyo Illustrators Exhibition
September 6–11, 2011
The 2011 SCBWI Tokyo Illustrators
Exhibition was held in September
thanks to the generous support of
Galerie Malle in Ebisu, Tokyo and an
Illustrators Grant from SCBWI Tokyo,
as well as the hard work of the Exhibit
Coordinator Izumi Tanaka and the
SCBWI Tokyo Illustrator Coordinator
Yoko Yoshizawa. See Yoshizawa’s writeup on page 10 of this issue of Carp Tales.

Creative Exchange
September 10, 2011

With illustrators busy with the Illustrators
Exhibition, this Creative Exchange
was held specifically for writers and
translators (Japanese to English).
Participants shared novel openings
in fantasy and realistic genres, for the
middle-grade and young adult age
ranges, as well as text for picture books.
Many participants used this event as an
opportunity to receive additional feedback
on works that were submitted for critique
to Literary Agent Mary Kole (see below).
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Mary Kole of the Andrea Brown Literary
Agency and the website Kidlit.com was
in Japan and Hong Kong for Agent Days
in both locations. SCBWI Tokyo held the
event at Yokohama International School.
On Saturday morning, Kole gave an
overview of the children’s book market,
differences between middle-grade and
young adult literature, and what’s selling
today. She also discussed character,
voice and authority as key elements for
successful works. In the afternoon, Kole
explained the role of a literary agent
and shared many helpful resources
to aid in the process of researching
agents and submitting work, as well
as tips for increasing your chances of
gaining an agent’s attention. She ran
through a list of do’s and don’ts when
querying, briefly covered format, then
offered critiques of sample query letters
submitted by SCBWI Tokyo and Hong
Kong members. The final session focused
on open first pages critiques; works
were projected for all partipants to see,
and Kole offered immediate responses
and suggestions for improvement. Kole
also gave one-on-one private critiques
on both Saturday and Sunday and joined
SCBWI Tokyo members for lunch and
dinner on Saturday. Members are still
buzzing about what they learned from
the sessions and the critiques, and many
writers and illustrators have been busy
revising since the event.

Participants with Mary Kole at the SCBWI
Tokyo Agent Day.
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J-Boys themed bento dinner

J-Boys: From Inspiration to
Translation - The Story of Middle
Grade Novel J-Boys: Kazuo’s World,
Tokyo, 1965
December 6, 2011
This joint event planned with the
Society of Writers, Editors and
Translators (SWET.jp) featured
husband and wife team Shogo
Oketani and Leza Lowitz talking
about the evolution of J-Boys from a
short story about tofu to Japanese
novel for adults to an Englishlanguage novel for middle-grade
readers. Oketani shared background
information on the sixties in Japan
as a time of transition and new
possibility and showed images of
the Tokyo Olympics, a kamishibai
storyteller, then and now photos of
Tokyo neighborhoods, and data on
changing diets of Japanese. Lowitz
spoke about her role in encouraging
Oketani to write the stories and in
seeking out Avery Fischer Udagawa
to translate them. She then read
the J-Boys opening chapter “The
Tofu Maker.” Udagawa joined the
event via Skype and shared her
translation journey, the book’s shift
to a middle-grade novel, and her
research on middle-grade and young
adult novels in English related to
Japan. Prior to the talks, participants
enjoyed a themed bento meal of foods
mentioned in the J-Boys stories.
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On Being an SCBWI Summer Conference
Scholarship Winner
by Izumi Tanaka, translated by Emiko Hibi
Izumi Tanaka was one of three SCBWI
members worldwide to be awarded
a Regional Advisor Scholarship
to attend the 40th Annual SCBWI
Summer Conference August 5–7 and
the Illustrators Intensive on August 8.
Carp Tale editors asked her to share her
thoughts about the experience. Emiko
Hibi translated Izumi Tanaka’s words
for this newsletter.
After an interval of twenty-one years I
visited America, where, in Los Angeles,
it was not hot, but rather cool, and the
weather was very good. I spent one
whole day getting over my jet lag then
August 5th was the beginning of the
SCBWI Summer Conference.

Izumi Tanaka with her works at the 2011
SCBWI Tokyo Illustrators Exhibition.

First, I attended an orientation
meeting for new participants. Next
I checked in and entered the huge
conference hall, the California Ball
Room. The Conference began with
the opening addresses by SCBWI
President Stephen Mooser and
Executive Director Lin Oliver. I felt
nervous, and especially anxious about
my listening comprehension, yet at the
same time I was excited and eager to
listen to their speeches.
The first keynote speaker was Bruce
Coville. He numbered his tips and
talked about them in order, which
helped me understand what he
wanted to tell the audience. What
impressed me most was Number
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7, “Scare yourself,” and Number 8,
“Stop scaring yourself.” I understood
I should be afraid of myself for the
tendency to become arrogant or
lose my initial enthusiasm, but that I
should not be hesitant and afraid of
moving forward.

During the following three days
there were many lectures. I felt sorry
that I often could not catch parts of
the lectures. Because of my limited
English skills, it was impossible for me
to fully understand all that they said.
Instead, I attempted to concentrate on
understanding the main point or gist
of what each speaker wanted to tell
the audience above all.
I was really impressed by Libba Bray’s
narrative skills with her occasional
jokes and by David Small’s graphic
memoir, Stitches, describing his early
background. When he talked without
emotion about his difficult childhood,
a hush fell over the hall. It was
incredible to me that such a painful
story could become a picture book.
A lot of speakers gave speeches from
the stage. A topic referred to very
often was “What should I do when I
have writer’s block?” One said, “I try
to find something in myself silently.”
Another said, “I step outside and
search for keywords.” I learned that
one thing writers have in common
is that searching for something
supplies a clue so that a revelation
enters their minds unexpectedly.
When I heard that, I felt keenly for
the first time how hard it would be
to spin words.

At the same time, I thought the same is
true of drawing pictures. Sometimes
illustrators have clear imagery in
mind and can draw pictures at once,
and sometimes they have to wait for
energy and concrete images to collect
inside themselves before drawing.
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Dessert at the conference luncheon.

This seems to be a common feature in
the creative process.

As there were a lot of workshops, it
was difficult to decide which ones to
attend. The most useful to me were
sessions by Priscilla Burris and Pat
Cummings about submitting work to
publishers, and by Frané Lessac about
how to prepare dummies.

After the lectures and workshops,
there were events like the
International SCBWI Member Social,
an Illustrator Social, the Poolside Gala,
and autograph sessions by picture
book authors. I enjoyed them all very
much, and the Poolside Gala was
especially great—the theme this year
was a pajama party!

Most of all, I really enjoyed the
Illustrator Intensive on August 8th.
I felt reenergized when I had this
chance to see the techniques of active
illustrators. What a great learning
experience! The way Paul O. Zelinsky
used both watercolors and oil colors in
the same picture was completely new
to me. I was also very surprised to
see Marla Frazee lower paper straight
into water. (Thinking about it later, I
noticed I’ve done something similar—I
didn’t lower paper into water, but I
moistened my panels with a brush.) I
particularly admired the way Richard
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I gained great benefits from the conference—not
only more knowledge about picture books but also
many new friends.
Jesse Watson draws pictures, boldly
and yet delicately. The most surprising
approach I witnessed was Denise
Fleming’s. She shaped her picture
through pulp painting, something
I had never thought of doing. She
seemed to be having so much fun
creating this way that it made me
think I’d like to try her method
someday. Other demonstrators like
Kadir Nelson, David Small, and Jerry
Pinkney drew pictures in front of the
audience and explained in detail about
their tools and techniques.

I gained great benefits from the
conference—not only more knowledge
about picture books but also many new
friends. My special thanks to Stephen
Mooser and Lin Oliver, who gave me
this chance, and to Sara Rutenberg,
who took care of me during my stay.
I thank them all for these wonderful
experiences. Also I am very grateful to
SCBWI Tokyo Regional Advisor Holly
Thompson and Assistant Regional
Advisor and Illustrator Coordinator
Yoko Yoshizawa, who helped with my
preparations.
With these experiences, I will make
great efforts and do my best
to create my own picture
books. Attending
the conference
has enabled me
to believe in the
possibilities.

© Paul Richardson

Izumi Tanaka was raised in
Nagasaki and practiced
Japanese traditional
goache painting at
classes in Kawasaki
while raising her two
children. She loves to
draw children, animals

Izumi Tanaka with illustrator
Richard Jesse Watson

and plants. Fascinated by Japanese
mythology, she has been working on
a picture book on the Kojiki, Japan’s
earliest chronicle. Visit her website at
http://izumi-picturebooks.jimdo.com/
Emiko Hibi is professor emeritus at
Shiga Junior College. Born and raised in
Mie prefecture, she majored in English
literature at Doshisha Women’s College
and then worked part-time at Aichi
Cancer Center Research Institute. In
1976 she earned a master’s degree
in linguistics and went on to teach
English at junior college for more than
thirty years. Currently she is studying
translation under Prof. Juliet Carpenter
at DWC and doing research on early
history of the college.

About the Newsletter Designer
Miki Bromhead is a graphic designer, avid reader and gamer. Born and raised in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, she currently resides in Saitama, Japan with her Australian
husband. She works part time as a graphic designer for Duquesne
Brewing Company (www.facebook.com/duquesnebeer).
Visit her website at mikibrom.com
Send all enquiries concerning graphic design work to
miki.bromhead (at) gmail.com
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Into the Melting Pot: Writing the Multicultural YA Novel
by Claire Dawn
At the Japan Writers Conference
in October, I gave an interactive
presentation entitled, Into the Melting
Pot: Writing the Multicultural YA. For
those of you who were unable to attend,
here is a summary of that presentation.
What is multicultural YA?

For me, it’s literature marketed for
a teen audience where two or more
cultures interact. There are two points
on which my definition may differ from
others. First, I think it’s only necessary
for cultures to interact, not clash.
Secondly, I don’t treat multiracial as a
synonym for multicultural.

There are several circumstances under
which a YA novel can be considered
multicultural. In one case, you can have
a familiar MC (from the same culture
as the target audience) in a foreign
setting—as in Anna and the French Kiss
by Stephanie Perkins. In another, you
can take a foreign character and place
her in a setting familiar to the target
audience—as in Bleeding Violet by Dia
Reeves. And finally, you can have a
book about a familiar MC in a familiar
setting, and then transpose the book to
a different target audience—The Harry
Potter series is based on British culture,
and is familiar to British people, but
becomes multicultural for international
audiences. The notable exception
is U.S. books. The U.S. has led the
entertainment world for so long that
U.S. culture can be considered familiar
to most audiences.
When it comes down to the
considerations you need to make in
writing a multicultural story, there are
two questions you should ask yourself
to direct your writing.

What are the differences between my
foreign MC/foreign setting and what my
target audience is familiar with?
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Both are important. People who seek
out multicultural stories are looking
for something different, but the
elements that will resonate with them
are those elements that are familiar.
In YA books you should make an effort
to include the elements most relevant
to teens, seeking out differences and
similarities in things like school,
family, pop culture, romance, body
image and grooming.
Let’s look at Holly Thompson’s
Orchards. The setting is Japan—
unfamiliar elements that Kana and
the typical Western reader face are
the familial relationships, her looks,
the pace of life, the fact that school is
out in the US, but she’s in school here.
Kana’s also dealing with issues that are
familiar: death, suicide, guilt, etc.
In Ten Things I Hate About Me by Randa
Abdel-Fattah, Jamila hides her Muslim
heritage at school in the wake of
terrorist attacks and heightened antiMuslim sentiment. For many readers,
unfamiliar elements in this book
are likely to be the setting (Sydney,
Australia) and Muslim practices. The
way Jamila hides a part of herself to fit
in is familiar, as is the tension between
her and her father.

Now we get down to the nuts and bolts.
What elements do you include in painting
a realistic foreign MC or setting? First,
there are the familiar elements: those
things about a foreign culture that are
widely known, such as the Harajuku girls
in Gwen Stefani’s videos. The advantage
of including familiar aspects of culture is
that everyone knows them, and you don’t
have to spend a lot of time explaining.
The disadvantage is that those aspects
are often not part of real everyday life,
and this misrepresentation can rub
locals the wrong way. A subset of the
familiar is the touristy: those things
that every tourist will do on arrival in
a country, but locals hardly ever do. An
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Claire Dawn-Marie Gittens at the 2011
Japan Writers Conference

example would be setting your story in
Egypt and having your characters visit
the Great Sphinx. Or you could have your
characters go to Tokyo Tower, but when
I surveyed this lecture’s Japan-based
attendees, only one person had been
there in the last year. On the one hand,
you are promoting specific aspects of the
country, but on the other, this approach
can feel generic and contrived
A third option is to employ everyday
elements. In everyday YA Japan, people
wear their school uniforms or jeans
and T-shirts, apart from the occasional
festival day, when they wear yukata.
They eat katsu kare and omu raisu more
often than they eat sushi. They listen
to Beyonce or Arashi more often than
enka. The benefit of everyday elements
is that the story can feel more realistic;
the disadvantage is that this everyday
life may require more explanation,
and the writing can lose some of the
multicultural feel.

In deciding what proportions to give
each type of element, make sure to
consider your story. If you’re writing
the type of multicultural story with a
foreign MC in a foreign culture, there’s
less room for touristy. Harry Potter
doesn’t eat fish and chips every day nor
does he take pictures of Big Ben. French
people walk pass the Eiffel tower all
the time without even thinking about
it. Millions of Indians have never seen
the Taj Mahal. On the other hand,
if you’re writing a character from
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your homeland visiting one of these
locations, they’ll probably make sure to
do such touristy things.

Finally, it’s all about balance. You do not
want your story’s multicultural elements
to be so subtle that the story could have
just as easily been set in Texas as in Tokyo.
On the other hand, you don’t want to
include so much multiculturalism that

it feels like a Lonely Planet Travel Guide.
You need to actively decide where you
want your fiction to sit on the graph of
multiculturalism vs. other story elements.
Good luck with your multicultural YA!
Claire Dawn-Marie Gittens writes
as Claire Dawn and blogs at http://
aclairedawn.blogspot.com. She grew

up in Barbados, has lived in the US, and
currently lives in Japan. She speaks 5
languages, and has seen 17 countries and
6 continents. (If you know a cheap way
to Antarctica, she’d be forever in your
debt.) Her choka (Japanese-style long
poem) story “Ichinichi on the Yamanote”
will appear in the forthcoming Tomo
anthology (Stone Bridge Press, 2012).

Writing & Selling the YA Novel, by K.L. Going
Reviewed by Claire Dawn
Right-o class,
books open
and mouths
shut! Today
we’re talking
about K.L.
Going’s
Writing &
Selling the
YA Novel
(Writer’s
Digest
Books, 2008), which uses the form
of a school day to dispense writing
and publishing advice. The school
day model she uses is a U.S. one. But
that’s okay. While many of us did not
grow up in U.S. classrooms, they are
familiar because of their prevalence
in YA writing.

We start out in homeroom, where we
consider why we write for teens. First
period is history class. Amazingly,
history is overlooked in many YA craft
books, but Going discusses in depth
the difficulties of defining YA and
even defining the group that the genre
caters to, young adults themselves.
One of the most valuable things in the
book is the list of YA titles through the
decades, which appears at the end of
this history chapter. Included are teen
books from as far back as the 1940’s to
the present day.
In Going’s gym class, we look at ideas
and how to find them. In English, she
discusses characters. And at lunch,
she considers plot. Then we head to
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social studies where Going considers
setting both as time and place. Study
hall includes one of the most indepth discussions of POV and tense
selection that I’ve ever encountered;
Going rewrites the same scenes
using different points of view and
tenses, and notes the advantages and
disadvantages of each.

realizing, no, we don’t have all the
answers, just more questions and a
whole lot of problems to solve along
the way. Through these questions and
responses, we gain an insight into
what types of characters teens love,
what makes a teen voice sound fake,
and what writers are generally getting
right and wrong.

Of course, where’s there’s school,
there’s homework. I’ve never been a
fan of homework myself, but Going’s
homework is both easy and beneficial.
Some of it you can do while sitting
with the book, like developing a
character, and some assignments you
can make notes to do in the future,
like checking out the YA bookshelves.

Mary Kole mentioned this book
at the Agent Day in October, and I
whole-heartedly recommend it as
the most comprehensive craft book
for YA writers.

Then it’s off to science class where
we look at editing techniques. Math
class gets technical, explaining a
few contractual issues, and looking
at advances and royalties, as well as
the nitty-gritty of querying. The last
session of the day is shop where we get
our hands dirty—what’s appropriate
in a teen novel and what’s not.

Finally, I’ve saved the best feature for
last. One thing that many YA writers
often feel like they lack, especially
those of us long out of our teens, is
the teenage perspective. In this book
Going includes teen responses that
she received to survey questions. For
example, when asked if she reads YA
and why, a seventeen year old from
Florida says, “YA books to me are
about finding yourself, ideas, and
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There is one caveat. Since this book
was published in 2008, some of the
electronic information is dated. Most
agents in the US are now open to
digital submissions now, for example.
One thing that hasn’t changed is
the teen population not generally
having access to e-readers. I doubt
that this will change unless schools
implement a policy of supplying
e-readers. Therefore, as Going points
out, e-pub only isn’t yet a viable route
for a YA author.

Claire Dawn-Marie Gittens is a
Barbadian YA writer living in Iwate.
She writes as Claire Dawn and blogs
at http://aclairedawn.blogspot.
com. Her choka (Japanese long poem)
story “Ichinichi on the Yamanote” is
forthcoming in the Tomo anthology.
She is currently alternating between
revising a middle grade fantasy and
celebrating her 30th birthday (for the
entire year).
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Yukie Chiri: A Young Ainu Girl Discovers Her Worth
by Deborah Davidson
With the dawning of Japan’s Meiji Era
(1868–1912), the governance of the
territory of Hokkaido was brought
under the direct control of the central
government based in Tokyo. Increased
immigration of Japanese (wajin, as
distinguished from the Ainu) from
the main islands was followed by the
relocation of the indigenous Ainu
into separated communities. The
Ainu were viewed as a backwards
people, underdeveloped children of
the emperor who saw it as his duty
to rid them of their inferior culture
and bring them into the family of the
“superior” Yamato traditions. The
Ainu themselves, for the most part,
saw assimilation as the best—perhaps
only—way to survive in the changing
times. Many believed their only escape
from prejudice and discrimination
lay in diluting their blood through
intermarriage and/or passing as
Japanese. The visible differences in
their culture—their homes, festivals,
attire, language—were soon replaced
with those of the conquering race.
The invisible differences—their oral
traditions, their spiritual beliefs—also
began to fade as many Ainu lost sight
of their worth.

Yukie Chiri (1903–1922) was born
and raised in those times. She was
accustomed to being treated as a
member of an inferior people whose
customs were scorned by wajin society
and authorities. But Yukie possessed
certain traits that, when combined
with a timely encounter with the
Japanese linguist Kyosuke Kindaichi
(1882–1971), transformed her into a
forerunner of a movement to reclaim
Ainu ethnic pride. And when her life
ended at the tender age of nineteen,
she left behind an anthology of
translated yukar, orally transmitted
Ainu epics, and the beginnings of a new
appreciation for Ainu culture that woke
her people barely before it became too
late to recover what was being lost.
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Yukie Chiri was born in a part of
Hokkaido now known as Noboribetsu.
Noboribetsu had a high concentration
of Ainu, thus providing a relative
haven from overt racial discrimination
during the earliest years of Yukie’s life.
But due to family financial difficulties,
Yukie left her family in Noboribetsu
at age six to live with her mother’s
sister Matsu Kannari in the settlement
of Chikabumi on the outskirts of
Asahikawa. Matsu had remained
unmarried and lived with her mother
Monashinouku Kannari, who was
revered as one of the greatest yukar
orators of the time.
Ainu children were educated in
segregated schools, which extended
only to fourth grade as the authorities
considered higher education to be
unnecessary for them. Yukie quickly
proved to be an unusually bright child
and was encouraged by her family and
teachers to continue her education
beyond what the Ainu school could
provide. She finished out the last two
years of grade school at the local wajin
school, where she was frequently
exposed to the barbs of prejudice.
At home, in the quiet evening hours,
Yukie listened to her grandmother
recite the Ainu epics and sing the
traditional Ainu songs, and she gained
a fluency in both Ainu and Japanese
that was remarkable at her age and for
her generation.
After graduating from grade school,
Yukie took the entrance exam for the
Asahikawa Prefectural School for
Girls. In spite of her high score, she
was refused admission. The following
year Yukie became the first Ainu to
be admitted to the Asahikawa Girls’
Vocational School. Her high exam
score automatically qualified her for
appointment as class vice-president,
but she declined the honor in order
to permit her Japanese classmates
to “save face,” and from a desire to
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Chiri Yukie circa 1922
(courtesy Asahikawa Municipal
Hokumon Middle School)

draw as little attention to herself
as possible—attention that would
inevitably be negative. She had no
close friends, and outside of the
classroom she kept to herself. She
shaved her arms to hide the hairiness
associated with the Ainu, and the
six-kilometer walk to school each day
began to take a toll on her congenitally
weak heart.
Yukie was in her second year at the
vocational school when she first met
the linguist and Ainu language scholar
Kyosuke Kindaichi. Kindaichi had
been traveling around Hokkaido at his
own expense in search of people who
were transmitters of the Ainu oral
literature. In his memoirs he recalls
his first meeting with Yukie:
At that time I made my way to an
old woman named Monashinouku
Kannari who lived in an Ainu
settlement called Chikabumi, on
the outskirts of Asahikawa. She is
originally from Horobetsu on the
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“I feel I have awakened from a deep sleep. I want to
dedicate the rest of my life to studying the yukar that
my ancestors have left to us.”

south coast
of Hokkaido,
and is an oral
transmitter of
the first class.
I spent one
night at their
house and was about to take my leave
when Yukie asked me, “Sensei, I realize
you sacrifice your personal time and
money to research our yukar, but is
our yukar really worth it?”
I replied, “Yukie-san, just think for a
moment. People talk as if Ainu were a
cross between humans and dogs—as
though you were barely human. But
your yukar is a war record of your
ancestors. It is transmitted in a form
of oral literature we call epic poetry.
Epic poems are a people’s history,
its literature, and also a treasury of
its words and a sacred text. It is how
human life was preserved before there
was written language. If we don’t put it
down in writing now, we may never be
able to see it or know it later.”
Yukie’s eyes filled with tears and
she said to me, “While we have
been ashamed of our own culture,
you, who have no connection to us,
consider it a thing of value. How
foolish we’ve been! I feel like I’ve
awakened from a deep sleep. I want
to dedicate the rest of my life to
studying the yukar that my ancestors
have left to us.” (Kindaichi 1997:
131–133; author’s translation)

was to fill them with transcriptions in
romaji of the yukar her grandmother
recited for her at the hearthside.
She also translated these yukar into
beautifully poetic Japanese. Greatly
impressed, Kindaichi continued to send
her blank notebooks.
Yukie finally made the decision to go to
Tokyo in May 1922. She lived with the
Kindaichi family as a sort of nanny to
his children, while assisting Kindaichi
in his Ainu language research, and
continuing her own work on the yukar
collection she had begun in Chikabumi.
The heat of Tokyo and demanding
hours that Yukie forced upon herself
took their toll on her health. On
September 18, approximately six
months after arriving in Tokyo, Yukie
completed her work on the anthology.
That night, only a few hours after she
had put down her pen, nineteen-yearold Yukie Chiri died of heart failure.
The Ainu shin’yoshu, Yukie’s yukar
anthology, was published a year later.

Yukie Chiri’s
identity was
shaped by the
times she lived
in, times that
contributed
little toward
ethnic pride or personal self-worth
in the young Ainu of her generation.
Yukie, however, was an unusually
bright young person and particularly
gifted in language. That gift was
combined with a home environment
that exposed her to the daily use of the
Ainu language and the increasingly
rare exercise of Ainu oral tradition.
One of the entries in the diary that
Yukie kept while living in Tokyo gives
some insight into her victory in the
struggle with her Ainu identity:
A friend advised me to keep my
mouth shut while I am in Tokyo, so
people don’t find out I am Ainu. This
concern on my behalf puzzles me. I
am Ainu. I am Ainu inside and out.
What part of me is like the shisam
[Ainu term for wajin]? Even if I
could get away with pretending to
be shisam, wouldn’t I still be Ainu?
How stupid it would be to be shisam
in name only. What good is it? Being

The night Kindaichi stayed at their
home, Matsu proudly showed him
Yukie’s report cards and compositions,
and Kindaichi immediately recognized
the young girl’s considerable potential.
After returning to Tokyo, he wrote to
Yukie urging her to join him in Tokyo
after graduation.
Yukie graduated in March 1920, at the
age of 17. But there were a number of
obstacles to her traveling to Tokyo,
the foremost of these being a heart
condition that was getting worse.
Kindaichi mailed her some blank
notebooks and encouraged her to fill
them with random thoughts about Ainu
culture and language. What she did
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Grave of Yukie Chiri’s aunt, Matsu Kannari
(the cross), and to its right, the grave of
Yukie Chiri in Noboribetsu, Hokkaido

Ainu doesn’t make me any less
human. We are as human as they. I
rejoice in being Ainu.

If I had been born a shisam, I might
have had a more cheerful personality.
I might have lived unaware of the
existence of pitiable people like the
Ainu. But I know tears. I know the
whip of God’s loving discipline and
I am thankful for it. People might
look down upon me just because I
am Ainu, but so what? What is the
good of being highly regarded while
my people are scorned? I’d rather be
scorned along with my people. In any
case, I have nothing for which to be
highly regarded. I am an ordinary,
maybe even less-than-ordinary,
human being. If I am scorned for
being Ainu, why should I resent it?
Yet I do not wish that my people be
scorned just because I have failed
in some respect. That would be too
much for me to bear. Oh, my beloved
people! How I love the Ainu!” (Chiri
1996: 177; author’s translation)

In her preface to the Ainu shin’yoshu,
Yukie reveals again how far she has
come from the day that Kindaichi
first spoke to her about the value of
Ainu traditions:

Long ago, this vast land of Hokkaido
was the free home of our ancestors.
. . . But that peaceful sanctuary is
now a thing of the past. . . . Before we
realized it was happening, nature
had become faded, and the people
who had once lived so joyfully in
the meadows and the mountains are
nowhere to be found.

The few of our people who remain
are helpless to do anything but
watch in astonishment as the
world continues to push ahead.
Even worse, our eyes have lost the
sparkle of the once beautiful spirit
our people had in ancient times,
when every aspect of our lives was
imbued with religious perception.
How shameful we appear—filled
with unease and discontent, our
sense of direction dulled, dependent
on the pity of strangers. We are a
perishing people--that is what they
call us now. What a sorrowful name
we have to bear! But . . . what of the
many words and well-worn phrases
our beloved ancestors used daily to
relay their thoughts to one another,
the many beautiful expressions
they passed from generation to
generation—are they doomed to
disappear with our dying people?
That would be too tragic to bear!

Having been born an Ainu and raised
hearing and speaking the Ainu tongue,
I have set down in my awkward hand
a few short tales from among the
great many with which our ancestors
entertained themselves when they
gathered on rainy and snowy nights,
or any time they could find a spare
minute. If the many people who know
of us could read this collection, it would
bring me, along with my ancestors,
boundless delight and supreme joy.

Chiri, March 1, 1922 (Chiri 1923:
preface; author’s translation)

This preface touched the hearts
of many who read it, but its most
significant impact was on the Ainu
themselves. Yukie’s work blazed the
trail for those who followed.

Of the tales recorded in the Ainu
shin’yoshu, the one most likely to stir
recognition in the minds of wajin and
Ainu today is the yukar titled “Song
Sung by the Owl God,” translated by
myself as “Where the Silver Droplets
Fall.” This yukar has been included in
Tomo: Friendship Through Fiction—An
Anthology of Japan Teen Stories (Stone
Bridge Press, 2012).
The nineteen years of Yukie Chiri’s
life are a story of a struggle to
break free from the identity and
the circumstances imposed upon
her by the era. Her encounter with
Kindaichi woke the potential sowed
by her family background and innate
intelligence. Yukie, who at one time
shaved her arms out of humiliation at
being Ainu and avoided attention to
save herself grief, eventually came to
make enormous personal sacrifices
so that she could promote the value of
the Ainu oral tradition before it was
lost to the world forever.
Deborah Davidson (art name
“dosankodebbie”) is a Japanese-toEnglish translator and etegami artist
who was born and raised in Japan.
Her published translations include the
works of novelist Ayako Miura and
the folktales of the Ainu. She currently
resides in Japan’s northernmost Hokkaido
prefecture. Visit her blog: http://
etegamibydosankodebbie.blogspot.com

References:
Chiri, Yukie (1923), Ainu shin’yoshu (Ainu Epics of the Gods), Kodando shoten: Sapporo
Chiri, Yukie (1996), Chiri Yukie iko—gin no shizuku (Yukie Chiri’s Posthumous Manuscript “Drops of Silver”), Sofukan: Tokyo
Kindaichi, Kyosuke (1997), Watashi no aruita michi (The Road I Have Walked), Nihon tosho senta: Tokyo
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The 2011 SCBWI Tokyo Illustrators Exhibition
September 6–11, 2011
by Yoko Yoshizawa
Following the last exhibition in
December 2010, Galerie Malle in Ebisu,
Tokyo hosted the 2011 SCBWI Tokyo
Illustrators Exhibition from September
6 to September 11, 2011. The Exhibition
carried the theme “Messages from Our
Heart To Friends Not Yet Met.” Works
were displayed by eleven SCBWI Tokyo
illustrators including Michael Kloran,
John Kolosowski, Paul Richardson,
Daniel Schallau, Kazuko Unosawa,
Naomi Kojima, Izumi Tanaka, Shohei
Nishihara, Akira Hamano, Midori
Mori and myself. Art submissions
were judged by gallery owner Shizuko
Kikawa and U.K.-based children’s book
author/illustrator John Shelley.
It was great to have new illustrators
joining the exhibition this year in
addition to last year’s participants.
The eleven artists together created a
warm and inspiring space in Galerie
Malle with an array of uniquely
individual works—Michael Kloran’s
illustrations from a published
anthology of children’s poems; John
Kolosowski’s Mr. Moon collages of
wrapping paper and plastic labels
on top of gouache: Paul Richardon’s
Dai-chan character from his picture
book about a daikon; Daniel Schallau’s
illustrations from his published
picture book Come Back Soon; Kazuko
Unosawa’s watercolor illustrations;

Naomi Kojima’s delicate colored pencil
works; Izumi Tanaka’s children in
Japanese gouache; Shohei Nishihara’s
Banana Dog character; Akira
Hamano’s King’s Crown series; Midori
Mori’s heartwarming works; and my
own animal etchings.

This SCBWI Tokyo Illustrators exhibition
attracted many visitors including
returning editors who came to the 2010
exhibition. The illustrators were grateful
to receive professional advice and
inspiring comments from them as well
as from well-known illustrators. Some
editors expressed interest in receiving
dummies from the exhibitors.

Illustrators were also happy to see their
friends and fellow illustrators closely
examining their works. To accompany
her/his illustrations, each illustrator
had made a message card To Friends
Not Yet Met, thinking of the Tohoku
people hit hard by the earthquake and
tsunami in March. The words were
meant to encourage survivors, and we
illustrators were further encouraged
to have Michael Kloran, who had
survived the earthquake in Fukushima,
participating in the show.
SCBWI Tokyo is especially grateful
to Ms. Kikawa who has continued her
unwavering support for the show. The
exhibition was also made possible

through a generous Illustrators’ Grant
from SCBWI.

Yoko Yoshizawa serves as the SCBWI
Tokyo Assistant Regional Advisor and
Illustrator Coordinator. She is a writer,
translator, illustrator and printmaker. Her
publications include Oogui hyotan (The
Magic Pumpkin, 1999, 2005) and Samlee
Mame wo Torikaesu (Samlee Took Back
the Beans, 2007) both from Fukuinkan,
and Google English Writing (2009) from
Kodansha International. She loves animals
and has collected more than 2,000 animal
idioms and sayings from around the world
and contributed a regular column on them
to the Asahi Weekly twice a month for
two years. Her picture book retelling of the
folktale Who is in Rabbit’s House? will be
published with the katakana title Matata
muref (Swahili for The Long Matter) by
Fukuinkan in the summer of 2012.

Illustrator Daniel Schallau (left) and
visitors to the show

Featured SCBWI Tokyo Member Illustrators in this Issue
Luisa Gioffre-Suzuki was born and raised in Melbourne, Australia and graduated from the Royal Melbourne

Institute of Technology with Honors in Fine Art. She has exhibited her oil paintings, sketches and printmaking in
various countries including Australia, Holland, England, New Zealand and Japan. She works teaching English to young
children, raising her own two daughters and more recently has begun delving into the world of book illustration.
She currently lives in Shikoku, Japan. www.luisagioffresuzuki.com

Paul Richardson was born in Los Angeles and has been doodling ever since he was a child. Traditional drawing and

painting were his interest until he discovered clay. This led to an interest in Japanese craft and culture. After multiple
visits to Japan and receiving a BFA from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2003, he worked as a graphic
artist then evolved into a visual effects artist for feature film. However, Japan remained such a strong source of
inspiration that he packed his bags and set out to live here. He currently works as an English teacher about 30 minutes
outside of Tokyo moonlighting as an artist. His art career is beginning to blossom again under new light as a children’s
book illustrator. Visit his website: pcstudio.me
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SCBWI Tokyo Member News
Annie Donwerth Chikamatsu’s poem about taffy won Young Adult Review Network’s 2nd Annual
Candy–Cookie Poem Contest, October 2011.
Suzanne Kamata’s YA story, “The Screaming Divas,” appeared in the fall/winter edition of
Hunger Mountain.
Stephen Skelton’s young adult fantasy book series Archangels and Demons will be published in
England with Artemis Publishers in January 2012. Stephen’s middle grade adventure series Bella and
Burton’s Misadventures—Lasseter’s Lost Gold will be published in Australia with Itchee Feet Publishers
in January 2012.
Holly Thompson’s novel Orchards received the 2012 APALA
Asian/Pacific American Award for Literature. She recently
compiled and edited Tomo: Friendship Through Fiction—An
Anthology of Japan Teen Fiction (Stone Bridge Press, March
10, 2012). Proceeds from the sales of Tomo will benefit teens
in areas of Tohoku, Japan, hard hit by the March 11, 2011
earthquake and tsunami.
Avery Fischer Udagawa will present about translation
at the Asian Festival of Children’s Content in Singapore,
May 26-29, 2012.

© Luisa Gioffre-Suzuki

Bulletin Board
SCBWI NY Winter Conference will be January 27–29, 2012, in New York. www.scbwi.org
Bologna Children’s Book Fair will be held March 19–22, 2012, in Bologna, Italy.
www.bolognachildrensbookfair.com
The International Library of Children’s Literature in Ueno is displaying 47 picture books and children’s
books from 30 countries in which dragons appear until January 29, 2012. Starting February 19, 2012,
the exhibition, Japanese Children’s Literature: A History from the International Library of Children’s
Literature Collection will display various works since the Meiji era. www.kodomo.go.jp/english/
19th Tokyo International Book Fair (TIBF 2012) will run July 5–8, 2012, at Tokyo Big Sight, Japan.
www.bookfair.jp/en/
The Sixth Annual Japan Writers Conference will be held November 10 and 11, 2012, at the Imadegawa
campus of Doshisha Women’s College in Kyoto. Proposals for 50-minute presentations by writers,
editors, translators, and others with publishing experience should be submitted by June 1, 2012. For
information and to view guidelines see www.japanwritersconference.org or contact John Gribble at
gribblej (at) gol.com. The event is free.
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About SCBWI Tokyo
SCBWI Tokyo, the Tokyo regional chapter of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators, offers support,
information and community to illustrators and writers of children’s and young adult literature in Japan. Holly
Thompson is Regional Advisor; Yoko Yoshizawa is Assistant Regional Advisor and Illustrator Coordinator; the SCBWI
Tokyo Advisory Committee includes Miki Bromhead, Annie Donwerth Chikamatsu, Patrick Gannon, Sako Ikegami ,
Suzanne Kamata, Naomi Kojima, Midori Mori, Gerri Sorrells, Teri Suzanne, Izumi Tanaka, and Avery Fischer Udagawa.

Website
The SCBWI website www.scbwi.jp features information about SCBWI Tokyo, an online gallery, a speakers directory,
a member books section, FAQs, a volunteer page, listserv information, useful links for writers and illustrators,
announcements of upcoming SCBWI Tokyo events, and this newsletter. Bookmark the site!

Volunteers
SCBWI Tokyo is run by volunteers and always needs your help! Volunteers make SCBWI Tokyo an important and
vibrant chapter of SCBWI. Volunteers can help in many ways: with their time at actual events, by helping to plan
events, by assisting with translation, and by writing articles or conducting interviews for the SCBWI Tokyo newsletter
Carp Tales. For further information, email contact (at) scbwi.jp.

SCBWI Tokyo Listservs
SCBWI Tokyo maintains two main listservs (e-mail groups): one in English and one in Japanese. These networks link
members and supporters of SCBWI across Japan in active online communities. Members of the listservs receive upto-date information on SCBWI Tokyo and announcements of events, and share news related to writing, illustrating
and publishing for children. Everyone is welcome to post comments and questions of interest to the SCBWI Tokyo
community. Membership in the listservs is open to both members and non-members of SCBWI. For details, email
contact (at) scbwi.jp.

SCBWI Tokyo Online Critique Group
Critique groups provide support, encouragement, motivation and marketing suggestions. The SCBWI Tokyo Online
Critique Group is for SCBWI Tokyo members who are serious writers and writer/illustrators working on children’s or
young adult literature who would like to share their work with other writers for constructive feedback online. At this
time all manuscripts must be posted in English; a Japanese-language critique group may open soon. SCBWI Tokyo
members interested in joining should email contact (at) scbwi.jp.

SCBWI Tokyo Translation Group
The SCBWI Tokyo Translation Group is for members and nonmembers involved in translating children’s and young
adult literature from Japanese into English. The Translation Group maintains a blog at ihatov.wordpress.com. The
Translation Group’s listserv is a forum for discussing issues related specifically to J to E translation for children,
including translation opportunities, SCBWI Tokyo translation events, online critiquing, and marketing of translations.
Email contact (at) scbwi.jp for an invitation.

Membership
Membership in SCBWI Tokyo is included in general SCBWI membership. To join SCBWI, visit the main SCBWI website
at www.scbwi.org and click on About SCBWI. Payment can be made online, by post with a U.S. bank-drawn check, or
by post with an International Postal Money Order. Benefits of SCBWI membership include eligibility for grants, free
posting of illustrations and publicity of published books on the SCBWI Tokyo website (www.scbwi.jp), discounted
admission to SCBWI events and conferences, and much more.

The Society of Children’s
Book Writers and Illustrators
www.scbwi.org
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